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http://catalog.olemiss.edu/2018/fall/undergraduate/courses/R
- Rel 326: Saints and Sexuality
- Rel 327: Sacred Texts in Islam
- Rel 330: Racism and Religion
- Rel 345: Religion & Politics
- Rel 350: Judaism
- Rel 351: Philosophy of Religion
- Rel 353: Sacred Texts in East Asian Religions
- Rel 358: Religious Implications of the Holocaust
- Rel 360: Philosophical Issues: Science & Religion
- Rel 363: Religious Perspectives on Aging & Death
- Rel 366: Sex, Gender, and the Bible
- Rel 368: Feminism, Women, and Religion
- Rel 370: Topics in Biblical Studies
- Rel 372: Rise of Christianity
- Rel 375: Christianity in America
- Rel 376: End Times: Apocalypticism in America
- Rel 378: Global Christianity
- Rel 379: Christianity in Africa
- Rel 380: Community-Based Internship
- Rel 386: Religion and Film
- Rel 387: Religious Ethics: Issues and Methods
- Rel 388: Religion, Illness, and Healing
- Rel 389: Religious Responses to Poverty
- Rel 390: Topics in Religion and the Environment
- Rel 395: Topics in Religious Studies
- Rel 399: Topics in Religion Abroad
- Rel 490: Directed Readings in Religion
- Rel 491: Honors Thesis
- Rel 497: Advanced Seminar in Religious Studies
- Rel 601: Topics in Religious Studies

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
PHARMACY PRACTICE
- Rsch 591: Research Advanced Pharmacy Practice Exp

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MODERN LANGUAGES
- Russ 101: Elementary Russian I
- Russ 102: Elementary Russian II
- Russ 111: Intensive Elementary Russian
- Russ 198: Elementary Russian Study Abroad
- Russ 199: Special Topics in Russian
- Russ 201: Intermediate Russian I
- Russ 202: Intermediate Russian II
- Russ 211: Intensive Elementary Russian
- Russ 298: Intermediate Russian Study Abroad
- Russ 299: Special Topics in Russian
- Russ 301: Conversation and Composition I
- Russ 302: Conversation and Composition II
- Russ 310: Russian Special Topics
- Russ 321: Russian Culture & Civilization
- Russ 331: Intro to Russian Lit & Literary Analysis
- Russ 361: Russian Cinema
- Russ 398: Advanced Russian Study Abroad
- Russ 399: Special Topics in Russian
- Russ 401: Advanced Russian I
- Russ 402: Advanced Russian II
- Russ 411: Political Russian
- Russ 499: Advanced Topics in Russian
- Russ 501: Contemporary Russian
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